ASSIGNING MANUSCRIPT NUMBER AND REVISION-1

Dear Author,

Thanks for submitting your valuable manuscript for the review and subsequent publication in RASĀYAN Journal of Chemistry, which is A SCOPUS (Elsevier) indexed, Since 2008* and UGC (India) approved International Research Journal of Chemical Sciences.

Your Manuscript No. is: RJC- 5095/2018. Please use this number always in any of your future correspondence with us.

Revision-1

1. Please send your manuscript again in the Attached Template, as Revised Submission mentioning the assigned Manuscript No. in the subject line. References in the paper must be properly formatted (Refer any published paper in Current Issue).

2. Also, please provide the Names with Complete Affiliation and Contact Details of 03 Potential Reviewers (who can review your manuscript promptly). If not sent with the submission, Then only, it would be considered for the review purpose. Remember, no reviewer should be from your own institution and at least one of them must be from out of your Country.

Best regards

Revised Submission of manuscript RJC - 5095/2018 and 03 Potential Reviewers

MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatysimorangkie@unimed.ac.id>

Dear,

Editor RASAYAN J. Chem:

I send my manuscript RJC-5095/2018 number as a Revised Submission and provide names with complete affiliation and contact details of 03 Potential Reviewers. Please, this my manuscript will be published in the RASAYAN Journal of Chemistry.

Thank you

Best regards

***

2 Attachments
Thank you for your mail.

Dear,
Editor RASAYAN J.Chem

I already sent my manuscript RJ C-5095/2018 as a revised submission and names with complete affiliation details of 03 Potential Reviewers at January 16th, 2019. Thank you for taking the time to read my manuscript.
I really expect to hear more information about my manuscript status.

Best regards

The manuscript RJ C-5095/2018

Dear,
Editor RASAYAN J.Chem.

I already sent my manuscript RJ C-5095/2018 as a revised submission and names with complete affiliation details of 03 Potential Reviewers to RASAYAN J. Chem. at January 16th, 2019. Thank you for taking the time to read my manuscript. I really expect to hear more information about my manuscript status.
I hope this manuscript will be published in the RASAYAN J. Chem.
Thank you.

Best regards
Dear Author,

Greetings from RASĀYAN Journal of Chemistry.

Your paper RJC-5095/2018 has been evaluated and can be published. We may inform you that we have a policy of Article Processing Charges, the cost of your paper shall be USD 400 (USD Four Hundred only).

The paper shall be published in Vol.12, No.2, 2019 Issue of RASĀYAN Journal of Chemistry.

We are very happy to share with you that SJR powered by SCOPUS (Elsevier) announced the Journal Ranking of Indian Journals abstracted in SCOPUS (Elsevier) and its matter of proud for us that RASĀYAN J. Chem. is on 2nd rank in this list and having significantly high $H$-index value = 17, which is quite encouraging and a proved evidence of the international quality publications in this journal. See the Link http://www.scitago.com/journalrank.php?category=1601&area=1600&country=IN&year=2017

We assign DOI to every manuscript published in RASĀYAN J. Chem., which is assigned by CrossRef, an international organization known for quality control of scientific content. A manuscript linked with a DOI will be visible and searchable from all platforms and devices just on a click.

Kindly send payment within 10 days from the date of this mail, otherwise, we shall presume that you are not interested in publishing this paper with us and we shall take up other pending papers for publication in this issue.

Note:
1. Formal acceptance letters and Comments of Reviewers for Revision shall be sent as soon as the payment is received.
2. You can send the payment either by Draft in favor of RASAYAN Journal of Chemistry, payable at Jaipur or cash deposit in Bank of Baroda in our account or NEFT from any Bank or Net banking.

Bank details:
A/C Holder: RASĀYAN Journal of Chemistry, Jaipur
A/C no.: 297202000000312, Current Account
Bank: Bank of Baroda, DCM Branch, Ajmer Road, Jaipur (Rajasthan) India
SWIFT Code: BARBNEBAI
IFSC Code: BARB0DCMAJ

With Regards, your's,
Dr. Pratima Sharma
Managing Editor, RASĀYAN Journal of Chemistry
Dear Editor RASAYAN J. Chemi,

Thank you for the information about my paper RJC-5095/2018. I am very happy and will immediately pay for my paper fees.

Proof of payment for publication of RJC-5095/2018 paper.

Dear Editor RASAYAN J. Chemi,

Hereby, I sent you the proof of payment of the procession charge of USD 400 for publication of my paper RJC-5095/2018 in RASAYAN Journal of Chemistry.

Sincerely yours,
Murniati Simorangkir
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Acceptance Letter: RJC- 5095 2018

Dear Author,

Congratulations!
Your manuscript has been accepted for the publication in the latest issue of RASAYAN Journal of Chemistry, i.e. RJC, Vol.12, No.2, 2019.

Herewith please find attached the Acceptance Letter and Invoice for your above-mentioned manuscript.

Also, find Copyright Transfer Form and Letter of Original Work attached. Please send these duly filled and signed docs as soon as possible.

Looking Forward.

Best regards,
Dr. Sanjay K. Sharma, FRSC
Editor, RASAYAN Journal of Chemistry
Thank you for your mail.

Hereby, I sent you the Letter of Original Work and the Copyright Transfer Form of my manuscript No. RJC-5095/2018. Sincerely yours.

Thanks, I have received it.

You are welcome.

I would like to ask you about the publication of my article RJC-5095/2018 in the RASAYAN J. Chem. The other day you told me that my article RJC-5095/2018

Have you sent the Revision-2?

Dear Editor RASAYAN J. Chem.

On Mar 27, 2019 you told me that Comments of Reviewers for Revision my manuscript RJC-5095/2018 shall be sent as soon as the payment is received.

But, up to this date, I haven’t got Comments of Reviewers for Revision from you. On Apr 3, 2019 you sent me Acceptance Letter of RJC-5095/2018.

So I can’t do nothing Sir and I felt I live in the middle on of now here.

Many thanks

***
MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatsimorangkir@unimed.ac.id>
to RASĀYAN

Dear, Editor RASĀYAN J. Chem.

Hereby, I already sent the Revision-2 of my manuscript No. RJC-5096/2018.
I hope this manuscript will be published in the RASĀYAN J. Chem., Vol 12, No. 2, 2019.

Best regards

---

RASĀYAN J. Chem.

Soon you will receive the Galley Proofs of your manuscript.

---

MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatsimorangkir@unimed.ac.id>
to RASĀYAN

Thank you for your response. I will wait happily

Best regards

---

MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatsimorangkir@unimed.ac.id>
to RASĀYAN

Dear, Editor RASĀYAN J. Chem.

On Apr 17, 2019, You told me that I will receive The Galley Proof of my manuscript. I really expect to receive The Galley Proof of my manuscript RJC-5096/2018. Thank you.

Best regards

---
The manuscript No RJC-5095/2018

MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatsimorangkir@unimed.ac.id>

Dear Editor RASĀYAN J.Chem,
On Wed, Apr 17, 2019, you said that I will receive The Galley Proof of my manuscript No. RJC-5095/2018. But until now I have not received it. I beg that I will be receive it soon and I hope my manuscript No RJC-5095/2018 will be published in the RASĀYAN J. Chem. Vol. 12, No. 2, 2019. Thank you very much.

Best regards

RASĀYAN J. Chem. <rasayanjournal@gmail.com>

Subject: Please verify the Galley Proofs of your paper which is going to be published in the RASĀYAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY.

Dear Author,
Greetings from RASĀYAN.
First of all, we thank you for contributing your valuable research work in RASĀYAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY.
Please find herewith the Proof Draft of your paper (in editable Word Format with a PDF e-Proof), which is going to be published in the RASĀYAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY. Before start correcting your Galley Proofs, Please refer the published paper attached from the Current issue.
1. Please go through it once again as per the Guidelines of the journal provided you earlier. If anything highlighted in the Proof or mentioned in last as Author’s Query (A.Q.), please check and correct it STRICTLY as per the demand of the Query.
2. Please don’t do any change with pagination and font type & size. The actual pagination will be carried out after receiving the corrected proof from you.
3. Check author’s names, affiliation and E-mail id of Corresponding author. If not given properly, give the same.
4. If you make any textual change, please do it in red or blue color in Word File attached, so that the typesetter could understand and correct it appropriately.
5. Check spellings, grammar and units of different quantities throughout the manuscript.
Please send it back **within 48 hours** (to: rasayanjournal@gmail.com) from the time of receiving this mail with the following verification text (without which the manuscript will not be finally published online) that-

"I…………………………………………………………………….. as corresponding author for the manuscript no…………………………. (mention your manuscript no. here correctly) on behalf of myself and all my co-authors confirm that we have gone through the Proof Draft of my manuscript; which is going to be published in the coming issue of RASAYAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY. I take complete responsibility about the correctness of matter and content presented in this paper."

Since **Rasayn J. Chem. (SCOPUS H Index= 15)** is a rapidly growing International journal, you are requested to suggest the journal to your colleagues and friends.

Thanks for your cooperation and support. Looking forward

---

Since **Rasayn J. Chem. (SCOPUS H Index= 15)** is a rapidly growing International journal, you are requested to suggest the journal to your colleagues and friends.

Thanks for your cooperation and support. Looking forward

---

3 Attachments

---

**Murni Aisyah Simorangkir**

Thank you very much.

May 6, 2019, 10:47 PM
Dear Editor of Rasayan Journal of Chemistry

I, Murniati Simorangkir as corresponding author for the manuscript no RJC-5095/2018 on behalf of myself and all my co-authors confirm that we have gone through the Proof Draft of my manuscript; which is going to be published in the coming issue of RASAYAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY. I take complete responsibility about the correctness of matter and content presented in this paper. Please kindly check the attachment below of my manuscript. I have followed the galley proof instruction and I have made several changes in the manuscript (written in red colour). Thank you for your consideration, and hope to hear from you soon towards the publication process of my article.

***

Thank you for your mail.

You are welcome.
The Galley Proofs-RJC-5095/2018

MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatysimorangkir@unimed.ac.id>

to RASAYAN

Dear Editor RASAYAN J. Chem,
I resend the Galley Proofs-RJC-5095/2018 that I have fixed.
Please kindly check again the Galley Proofs-RJC-5095/2018.
I have made several changes in the manuscript (written in red colour).
Thank you very much

Best regards

MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatysimorangkir@unimed.ac.id>

May 25, 2019, 12:25 PM

Dear Editor RASAYAN J.Chem
I re-send the verification results of the Galley Proof on my manuscript RJC-5095/2018.
Thank you very much
Best regards

MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatysimorangkir@unimed.ac.id>
RASAYAN J. Chem.

Thank you for your mail. On Sat, May 25, 2019 at 10:55 AM MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatsimorangkir@unimed.ac.id> wrote, Dear Editor RASAYAN ...

---

MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatsimorangkir@unimed.ac.id> May 30, 2019, 1:44 AM

to RASAYAN 

Thank you for your response. I hope my manuscript No. RJC-5095/2018 is published in the Rasayan Journal of Chemistry, Volume 12, Number 12, April-June 2019.

***

Thanks for your cooperation and support. Looking forward.

***

MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatsimorangkir@unimed.ac.id> Jun 4, 2019, 3:03 PM

to RASAYAN 

Dear Editor RASAYAN J. Chem.

On Sat, May 25, 2019, I have resent verification result of the Galley Proofs my manuscript RJC-5095/2018. I hope the manuscript RJC-5095/2018 will be included in the Current Issue and published in the RASAYAN J. Chem, Vol. 12, No. 12, 2019.

***
Dear Contributor,

Congratulations!

Your paper has been published OnlineFirst in RJC, Vol.12, No.2, April - June, 2019. Please visit www.rasayanjournal.com for downloading your articles directly from the Current Issue. The hard copy (If you paid for that) will be reached to you when published.

We are happy to share with you that, RASÄYAN J. Chem. (A Scopus, Elsevier Indexed Journal) is also included in the list of recommended journals released by UGC (the highest recognition body for academic affairs in India), which highlights the worldwide acceptance and recognition of the quality and content of the journal. You are requested to share this important information with your contacts and suggest the journal to your colleagues to submit their valuable manuscripts for RASÄYAN J. Chem. (A Scopus, Elsevier Indexed Journal).

Thanks for your cooperation and support.
Looking forward.

---

MURNIATY SIMORANGKIR <murniatysimorangkir@unimed.id>  
Jun 11, 2019, 1:15 PM

Hearty congratulations.